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INTRODUCTION

Environmental education is becoming more prevalent in school curriculums. The
Tbilisi Declaration of 1977 defines environmental education as:
A process aimed at developing a world population that is aware of, and
concerned about, the total environment and its associated problems, and
which has the knowledge, attitudes, skills, motivation, and commitment
to work individually and collectively toward solutions of current problems
and the prevention of new ones (Braus and Wood, p.6).
By incorporating more environmental education into elementary and middle school curriculums,
the students are becoming more prepared to deal with problems and make educated choices
affecting their futures.
Logan is fortunate to have a facility dedicated to providing nature interaction and
education opportunities. The Stokes Nature Center (SNC), located near the mouth of Logan
Canyon, began conducting school programs and teacher workshops last year, 1997, which was
the nonprofit organization's first official year. The variety of school programs and teacher
workshops offered correlate with the Utah State Core Curriculum.
In order for the SNC to be effective in serving the surrounding community it is vital to
know the community, its concerns, problems, needs, background, etc. This thesis is a step toward
improving the SNC programming and management. By conducting a survey of teachers in local
communities, this project attempts to:
1. prompt teachers with the idea of using SNC as a resource,
2. formulate SNC user profile (grade levels, classes),
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3. investigate the needs and suggestions of school group users,
4. determine strengths and weaknesses of existing school programs and teacher
workshops taught at SNC, and
5. develop a draft school program brochure.
Accomplishing these goals will assist the SNC in applying for grants and providing valuable
education opportunities.
"Making contact with nature is essential if youngsters are not to see this world as one of
computer games and push-button slaves in a concrete and glass landscape (p. 7)," writes Adrienne
Katz in the introduction of Naturewatch, a book of nature exploring activities. The SNC provides
field-based education opportunities, which bring students in contact with their natural
environment, essentially enhancing the classroom lessons.

PURPOSE

After the first year of programming, it was appropriate to see how the teachers liked the
programs offered, what they would like to see offered, and introduce the existing programs to
those who have not participated in what the center has to offer. The SNC will also be able to use
the results of this study to assist with grant applications.

PROCEDURE

A survey was conducted with second through eighth grade teachers in Logan City and
Cache County School Districts. Following a meeting with the Executive Director of the Stokes
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Nature Center, Jen Levy, to determine what information the nature center wanted to find out from
the local teachers, a questionnaire was developed (see Appendix A). The project was cleared by
Utah State University's Internal Review Board, as well as the school districts before distributing
the survey.
Once permission to question the teachers was granted by both the Cache County and
Logan City School Districts, school principals were also informed of the study. Cache County
School District approved the study on September 22, prior to the Logan City School District,
which was on October 8. So, the questionnaires were first delivered to the schools in the Cache
County district. Distribution began in late October and continued until mid-November, which was
when the Logan City schools began to receive deliveries. A second set of questionnaires was sent
to the elementary schools in the Cache County School District due to a low (less than 25%)
response rate after the first delivery. The second delivery followed the first delivery's pick up by
one week. Due to time constraints, a second round of surveys was not delivered to Logan City
schools.
The survey was hand delivered to teachers' school mailboxes. The questionnaires were
left for two weeks before being retrieved. All of the questionnaires were delivered to the schools
on Mondays sometime after 9 a.m. The intention of this was to avoid the weekend bulk of mail
picked up on Monday morning, so that Tuesday there was little other mail competing with the
questionnaire for attention. The assumption that most teachers picked up their mail Monday
morning, however, may have been false in that many teachers seemed to pick up their mail
Monday afternoons. So the delivery time may not have been the most effective. An attempt to
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standardized the procedures by having a consistent delivery and pick up day was not possible with
only one staff member and limited time. As a result, a slight problem in procedure standardization
occurred. As December approached, the deliveries and pick-ups were done on all weekdays
except Tuesdays. The final batch of questionnaires were sent out the end of November and
picked up the beginning of December.
The survey was given to second through fifth grade teachers, as well as sixth, seventh, and
eighth grades science and English teachers. The target group was smaller than originally planned
due to funding and time constraints, however, this narrowing of the group did not appear to
compromise the study. Eighteen schools from non-district and Cache County and Logan City
School Districts within an approximate 20-minute radius from the SNC were asked to participate
(see map in Appendix B). This included the following elementary schools: Lincoln, Millville,
North Park, Providence, River Heights, Summit, Sunrise, Wellsville (Cache County School
District), Adams, Ellis, Hillcrest, Wilson, Woodruff (Logan City School District). Three middle
schools were also included: Mount Logan, Cedar Ridge, and Spring Creek. The two other
schools within the study boundary, Cache Valley Learning Center (K- 8th), a private school, and
Edith Bowen Laboratory Elementary School, a state-funded school which is not exclusive to one
district, also participated.

RESULTS

& DISCUSSION

The discussion ofresults includes divisions between grade school (second through fifth)
teachers and middle school (sixth through eighth) teachers. Some distinctions are also made
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between districts and individual schools. The basic results for each question are printed on the
survey in Appendix A.
A total of 268 questionnaires were delivered. Of these, there were 90 responses for a
33.6% response rate; the school district responses were 42.3% for Cache County, 18.6% for
Logan City, and 4 7 .1% for the two non-district schools (Table 1). The school in Cache County
School District with the lowest response rate (18.8%) was Spring Creek Middle School whose
teachers only received one set of questionnaires. The lowest response rate for the schools that
received two rounds of the questionnaire was 22.7% (Lincoln Elementary School), while Millville
Elementary School returned 100% of the questionnaires. This school was unique in that the
principal chose to hand the questionnaire out during a staff meeting in which the teachers were
given time to answer. Logan City School District, which only received one round of
questionnaires, had response rates ranging from 7. 1% to 35.7%. For the non-district schools the
response rates were 28.6% (Cache Valley Learning Center) and 60% (Edith Bowen Laboratory
Elementary School).
Table J. Survey Distribution and Response
Districts

Number Delivered

Cache County

Number ReS(!ODded

(149)

ReS(!ODSe
Rate {% 2

(42.3)

(63)

elementary

117

53

54.3

middle

32

10

31.3

Logan City

(102)

(19)

(18.6)

elementary

77

16

24.7

middle

25

3

12.0

Non-District

17

8

268

90

Total

(47.1)
33.6
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The majority (70%) of the respondents have never visited the SNC. Only a small
percentage, 8.9%, had never heard of the SNC, meaning awareness is relatively high. Although
30% of the respondents have visited the SNC, only 17.8% have brought their classes for the
student programs and 7.8% have attended the workshops.
Some teachers thought the teacher workshops would be the most beneficial type of
program. Presumably this is because they felt it would be difficult or unaffordable to bring a
class. Suggested teacher workshop topics included: geology, animals, plants, biomes, insects,
climatology, and integration of arts and science; geology and animals were especially popular
topics. (Refer to Appendix C for a more detailed list.)
Sixteen of the responders have taken their classes to the SNC for student programs.

Rocks, Fossils, & Dirt was the most popular lesson with Nature Prepares for Winter a close
second. All those who attended student programs said they would go again, yet one expressed a
preference to try a different program. Interest in bringing future classes was exhibited for all of
the programs offered last year. Of those programs Rocks, Fossils, & Dirt drew the most interest
with 45.6%. Nature Prepares for Winter, Animal Tracks & Sign, and Watersheds all received
approximately the same amount of interest (26.7%, 30%, and 24.4%). Seventeen (13.3%)
teachers expressed interest in the Aquatic Insects program. A myriad of other topics was
suggested for future student programs. Lake Bonneville, man and the environment, biomes,
habitats, plants, animals, water, planetary relations in outer space, storms and weather, insects,
and recreation summarizes the suggestions. (Appendix D contains a more detailed list.)
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Middle School Results

The past year's programming has primarily focused on elementary schools. No public
middle school class has attended a SNC school program, yet the SNC felt it was important that
the potential interest of middle school teachers be explored. If the interest existed, the SNC could
readjust old programs or provide new programs for older groups. Excluding the private k-8 th
school, 67 questionnaires were delivered between the three middle schools. The recipients
included 21 science teachers and 46 English and Utah history teachers. They were chosen because
environmental education could easily be incorporated into those classes. The six English teachers
who responded indicated some confusion as to what benefit the SNC could provide to their
classes. Seven science teachers responded, and one had actually attended a teacher workshop.
The science teachers seemed more enthusiastic but expressed concerns with field trip feasibility.
The large number of students, short class periods, and the lack of money appear to hinder the
middle school teachers' use of the SNC student programs. One teacher suggested an outreach of
the present programs be developed to better accommodate their needs.

Field Trip Logistical Concerns

Paying for the trips seemed to be the largest concern for the respondents. Taking a class
to the SNC requires a per student program charge and transportation costs. The programs run
from one and a half hours to two and a half hours. The most reasonable student fee was $1.00,
with 28 votes out of 62 who answered the question. Getting 18 votes, $2.00 was the second
most popular fee. This preference for a low fee could be explained by a lack of financial support
felt by the teachers when taking field trips. The SNC currently charges $2.25 per student. When
7

walking is not an option, eight teachers said they car-pool, while 68 rely on a bus. Three said they
have utilized both methods for student field trips, however, one teacher from Adams Elementary
School noted that a state school board attorney claimed that it was illegal for public schools to
car-pool.
When asked how the SNC could make student trips easier, many teachers mentioned some
of their difficulties. Again, financial concerns exceeded all others. Bussing is expensive. Two
classes fill a bus, but one fills the SNC. Many teachers indicated that they would have to take
money from their own pocket or ask parents to donate because too little funding is available
through their schools or districts. One third grade teacher wrote, "I'm interested in corning, but
we do not have funds at our school. Our school is in an economically challenged area." This and
similar comments illustrate the obstacle of finding and raising financial support for field trips.
Fortunately, discouragement did not pervade the comments, and solutions were offered.
In order to increase feasibility of trips to the SNC, several teachers suggested applying for grants
and working with the school districts to set aside funding for field trips to the SNC. This could
help reduce the financial barrier. Another intriguing idea was for the SNC to provide
transportation. This deserves further exploration because a small 3 5 to 40 passenger vehicle
could prove to be cheaper than using the school districts' busses, especially in the long run. The
other possibility for improving feasibility was to simply accommodate more students which
reduces the per student bus fare.
The SNC currently limits group size to 30 students. Concerning the need to bring a larger
group, 33 teachers said it was definitely necessary, 34 thought it could potentially be a necessity,
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16 believed it to definitely not be a necessity, and seven did not anticipate it to be a potential
necessity. Thus, 74.4% of teachers see a need to accommodate larger groups. One possible
solution the SNC has considered is to divide up larger groups by providing a self-guided activity
or curriculum for other sites along the nature trails near the nature center or in Logan Canyon.
Sixty-nine teachers (76.7%) were interested in implementing such a plan.
Some teachers offered ideas for such a self-guided tour curriculum. Nature walks with
various twists were the most recommended. Plant, animal, and mineral identification; geological
features, historic sites, and other points of interest; and orienteering techniques all could be
combined with nature walks. A scavenger hunt, a variation of a nature walk, where kids look for
plants or other items found in nature was also suggested. Teachers seemed to view this as an
opportunity to add creativity, art, and playfulness to the learning experience. Story telling,
journalizing (or other writing assignments), musical expression (singing, instrumentals, etc.),
drawing, sketching, and playing games were among the other suggestions for the curriculum.
One elementary teacher asked for, " ... hands on activity ... complete with material and instruction."
Another possibility for accommodating groups between 30 and 60 students is for the
teachers to rent the building and give their own instruction. Only five said they were definitely
interested, while 28 indicated a possible interest, 23 said they were possibly not interested, and 16
were definitely not interested. The large number of middle ground responses may suggest that the
teachers may be persuaded to use this option, but additional encouragement and outreach may be
needed. Responses were mixed concerning a reasonable half-day (morning to lunch or lunch to 3
p.m.) rental fee: 12 respondents said $25, 11 said $20, eight said $50, and seven said $30. Only
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one person suggested that there be no charge for the usage of the nature center facility.
One logistical concern needs attention. Many teachers requested that a detailed menu and
schedule of the programs be given to them earlier than in past years. Appendix E contains a
sample flyer that the SNC can use for future program mailings. A few teachers commented on the
usefulness of the pre-activities supplied to them prior to their visits. This practice should probably
be continued. One other suggestion was that student trips be coordinated with the early release
school days. A few of the schools in the Cache County School District and Edith Bowen
Elementary School let students out between 12:10 p.m. and 1:30 p.m. weekly or monthly so the
teachers have time for preparation or workshops. This may need to be based on the initiative of
the teacher, however, rather than the SNC.
A unique situation arose regarding responses from teachers not within the target group.
Eleven kindergarten and first grade teachers from Millville and Sunrise Elementary Schools also
took the time to make copies and fill out the questionnaire. This effort deserves some
consideration. At Sunrise Elementary School (k-2 nd ) a visit to the SNC is generally reserved for
the second graders. One kindergarten teacher suggested a teacher workshop on insects and their
effect on vegetation would be a good topic. If the SNC is not prepared to take groups younger
than the second grade, perhaps encouraging teachers of those age groups to get involved with the
teacher workshops would be the best way to serve the younger children. A couple first grade
teachers pointed out that the plant series offered as teacher workshops and Nature Prepares for
Winter address that grade's core curriculum. There were also a couple pleas for the SNC to
create classes for the first graders. Since kindergarten and first grade teachers were not included
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in the full study design, it is no possible to say how dispersed this interest is.

CONCLUSION

This study has shown that teachers are interested in what the SNC offers, however, the
barriers to actually using the SNC as a teaching resource stems primarily from the inability to find
funds. Knowing this, the SNC could pursue fundraising alternatives like grants that support
experiential learning opportunities. Perhaps the SNC could suggest more alternatives than
parental donations and work collaboratively with teachers who are seeking options.
Once the funding issue is addressed, there are plenty of teacher suggested topics and ideas
to use to help guide programming. Developing programs according to the requests of the user
group is a sure way to increase participation. With comments like "super presentation," "well
organized and beneficial," and "a variety of things to do and learn" describing the programs, the
SNC had a successful first year building a positive rapport.
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APPENDIX

A: Survey Instrument and Results

This appendix includes a copy of the cover letter that was attached to each questionnaire.
The survey has been slightly modified to include the results, however, the overall presentation
remains prevalent. The number of responses for each question is placed in parentheses near or in
the appropriate box or answer space. The font used for the respondents answers is different than
that of the survey.
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2696 E. Highwa~ /39

♦

P.O.Box 4204

♦

Logan. Utah /34323

Teachers,
It has been my privil"egeto serve on the Board of Directors for the Allen and Alice Stokes
Nature Center located in Logan Canyon for the last year. The opportunities they offer teachers
and students are exciting. Students appreciate and retain concepts they learn in their field of study
when they can appreciate it firs-hand. I'm looking forward to taking my class to the nature center
and enjoying an outdoor classroom experience this year.
Would you please take a few minutes to complete this questionnaire. The information will
be used to help us serve teachers and students in the future.
Thank you for taking the time to complete this information. Teacher input is essential in
helping us develop curriculum.
Rocky Maughan
Millville Elementary

Teachers,
We are looking forward to our second year of programming here at the nature center. In
order to develop successful school programs that will serve both teachers and students, we need
you help. Your input is very important to us and will help determine how we can best serve the
school community. Thank you in advance for taking the time to complete the questionnaire.
Please do not hesitate to call me at (435) 755-3239 with any questions or concerns. We look
forward to seeing you at the Allen and Alice Stokes Nature Center!
Jen Levy, Executive Director
Stokes Nature Center

Teachers,
The attached questionnaire is part of my undergraduate thesis project which is to evaluate
the Stokes Nature Center's past program performance and develop new programs by
investigating the needs and suggestions of the school group users. The questionnaire is voluntary.
We would appreciate responses from everyone, even those of you who do not plan to use the
Stokes Nature Center as a teaching tool.
Jenny DeSarro
College ofNatural Resources
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Allen & Alice Stokes Nature Center Questionnaire
Note:

the parenthesized

numbers

Where do you teach?
Gradelevel(s) you teach: _
Subjects/Classesyou teach:

Refer

represent

the

total

amount

who checked

that

response.

to attachment

_._R.,_,.e..._f""er"---"t""-o-'a"-'t""'t"""a""ch.,,,m""'e,..,_n.s:,_t
-------------all

= 69,

science

= 10,

English

no answer

= 10,

= 1

1. Are you familiar with the Allen & Alice Stokes Nature Center in Logan Canyon?
raJ □
(55JO

Never heard ofit
Heard ofit, but never visited

r12J □
r10J □

Visited once
Visited 2-5 times

(5JO

Visited more than 5 times

oJ □

2. Have you attended any teacher workshops at the Nature Center?
If yes, which one(s)?

Yes

No

(B3JO

Plant Series
(4J □ Seeds
(2)0 Plants & the Four Seasons
r2J □ Leaves

Water Series
r3 JO Stream Research
r2 JO Snow Exploration
r2 JO Watersheds

3. What other topics for teacher workshops would be of interest to you?
see

Appendix

( 38) answered

B

4. Did you attend or take a class to any student programs last year?
r16J □ Yes (74J □ No
(If no, go to question 5.)

Icheck which program(s) attended:!

Would you attend again?

0 Aquatic Insects (Oct)

0 Yes

IWhy or why not?

□ No

□ Maybe

(10)

answered,

□ Yes □ No

□ Maybe

(90)

no answer

0 Yes

□ No

□ Maybe

0 Rocks, Fossils, & Dirt (Mar/Apr) 0 Yes

□ No

□ Maybe

□ No

□ Maybe

(3 & all

marked

yes)

positive

0 Nature Prepares for Winter (Nov)
(6 & all

marked

□Animal

Tracks & Sign (Jan/Feb)

(2 & all

marked

(9 & all

marked
marked

with

remarks

yes)
yes)
yes)

0 Watersheds (Apr)
(1 & all

all

0 Yes

yes)

5. If you have not attended student programs in the past, which of the topics listed above do you
think you might be interested in attending with your class?
Aquatic
Rocks,

Insects=
Fossils,

12;
&

Dirt=

Nature
41;

Prepares

for

Watersheds=

Winter=

24;

22;

answered

(58)

Animal

Tracks

&

Sign=

27;

6. Besides the topics listed, what are others you would like to see offered for student programs in
the upcomingyears?
see Appendix
C
(47) answered
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7. For student programs, what would be the most reasonable charge per student for a 1.5 to 2.5

0 $1 0 $1.50 0 $2 0 $2.50 0 $3 0 $3.50 0 $4 0 $4.50 0 $5

hour lesson?
(27)

no

(9)

( 28)

answer

(4)

( 18)

(0)

(2)

8. What kind of transportation do you use for student field trips?
(9)

no

answer

( 1)

(0)

(1)

0 car(s) / car-pool
(8)

both

-

Obus
(68)

3

9. What could the Nature Center do to make your student trips easier?
Refer

to

text

pp.

7-8

(28)

answered

Due to the building and staff capacity, the Nature Center cu"ently limits group size to 30
students. Some teachers have asked that larger groups be allowed to visit One way we may
be able to accommodate larger groups is to provide a self-guided activity or cu"iculum for
other sites along the nature trails near the Nature Center or in Logan Canyon.
10. Is bringing larger groups to the Nature Center a neccessity to you?
(33J0
Definitely Yes (34J0 Possibly Yes (16J0 Possibly No

(10)

(7J0

no

answer

Definitely No

11. If you had more than 30 students, would you be interested in having activities available that
you or other teachers could conduct for part of the group while the other students were
participating in the Nature Center activity?
(25) no answer
(69)0
Yes (6)0 No
If yes, what ideas or topics could you suggest for this self-guided tour curriculum?
Refer

to

text

pp.

(34)

8-9

answered

Another possibility for accommodating groups larger than 30 is to rent the building and have
teachers do their own instruction.
12. Would you be interested in renting the Nature Center which would also allow you to have up
to 60 students at once or the opportunity to do your own instruction?
(1 7 J no answer
(5J O Definitely Yes
(28J0 Possibly Yes
(23J0 Possibly No
(l 6J0 Definitely No
13. How much would you be willing to pay for a half day (morning to lunch or lunch to 3 p.m.)
rental of the Nature Center building.
(46) no answer
0 $20 0 $25 0 $30 0 $35 0 $40 0 $45 0 $50 0 $55 0 $60 0 $65 0 $70
( 11)

(12)

( 7)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(8)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

Please return this to the envelope labeled "Stokes Nature Center, " located in your school's main
office, as soon as possible so we can begin work on future programing. Questions regarding this
survey should be directed to Jenny at 797-6388.
Thank You!
Jenny DeSarro & the Allen & Alice Stokes Nature Center
16

ATTACHMENT

TO APPENDIX A:

Responses to Teacher Background Questions

Where do you teach?

Receiveg

SchoolName
Adams E.S.
Cache Valley Learning Center
Cedar Ridge M.S.
Edith Bowen Lab E.S.
Ellis E.S.
Hillcrest E.S.
Lincoln E.S.
Millville E.S.
Mount Logan M.S.
North Park E.S.
Providence E.S.
River Heights E.S.
Spring Creek M.S.
Summit E.S.
Sunrise E. S.
Wellsville E.S.
Wilson E.S.
WoodruffE.S.

5
2
7
6
1
4
5
17

3
6
5
2
3
7
2
15
1
5

.sent
14
7
16
10
14
15
22
17
25
8
18
8
16
22
7
15
16
18

Grade level(s) you teach:
Grade

Number of
Responses

Grade

Number of
Responses

pt_ 2nd

2

K - 5th

1

2nd

23

6th

3

2nd_3rd

1

7th

5

3rd

18

8th

3

3rd_ 4th

3

6th& 8th

1

4th

15

7th& 8th

1

5th

12

4th_ 8th

1

*one respondent did not answer this question
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APPENDIX B: Map of Cache County Identifying the Area from Which the Schools were Chosen.
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APPENDIX C: Recommended Topics for Teacher Workshops

Animals (19)
adaptations and other changes
food chain
habitats
life
ofUtah
Biomes (5)
interaction of plants and animals in riparian communities
Geology (19)
earthquakes
geologist techniques
Lake Bonneville
land formations and structures
rocks, minerals, fossils
soils
weathering and erosion
Insects (2)
Integration of arts and sciences ( 1)
Plant (4)
herbs
life
Weather and Atmosphere (1)
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APPENDIX D: Requested Topics for Student Programs

Animals (8)
adaptations
discoveries and sightings of Lewis and Clark
of Utah
of the desert
of the forest
Ecology (12)
biomes (ofUtah)
ecosystems (wetlands)
habitats
seasons
streams
Geology (18)
Lake Bonneville
land forms
landscape history
rocks and minerals
soils
Insects (1)
Man and the Environment (7)
changing relationships
conflict
pollution
taking care of our environment (child focus)
technology
Plants (10)
classification
herbs
of the forest
weeds

20

Recreation (5)
avalanche and snow safety
camp and hike etiquette
cross-country ski
surviving in nature ( edible plants, shelters)
Solar System (1)
moon
sun
earth's movement
Water (4)
quality
streams
Weather and Atmosphere ( 1)
awareness and prediction
storms (hurricanes, tornadoes)
Writing and Book Reviews (1)
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APPENDIX E: Sample Student Program Brochure
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Our Mission

Our J{istorv

The Allen & Alice Stokes Nature Center in
Logan Canyon benefits the local community
and region by providing a place where students
of all ages can explore and learn about the
natural environment and develop a sense of
stewardship for the natural systems that
sustain us: the watersheds, airsheds, and all
their inhabitants.

The Stokes Nature Center provides fieldbased nature education programs that bring
students in contact with the natural world
through hands on activities. The non-profit
organization became official November 1997.

~------------------------------------,

I

Notes of Preparation
Students should be prepared to be
outside in all weather conditions. The field
experience is what makes this program
unique and therefore will rarely be canceled
due to the weather.
The Students will be walking along a 1/3
mile trail leading to the facility. Handicap
access is available.

5e,hoo\
Programs

1qqq-Jooo

I

I
I
IL ____________________________________

J

r------------------------------------,
Scheduleyour class by calling:

Our Proqrams

(435) 755-3239

'i>Program content correlates with the
Utah State core curriculum.
L____________________________________

J

Check out our web site,
there is a pagejust for teachers:

'i>Pre- and post- visit activities are
included and available on the web or by mail.

'i>Programs run for 2 ½ hours.

Tips for ;f;(akinq
the Most of the Experience:

'i>We teach on Tuesday& Wednesday
mornings,Thursday afternoons, and all day

+ pre-activity

Friday.
'i> Cost: $2.25 per student and free for
teachers and chaperones
(15 child minimum & 30 child maximum)

+Chaperone=
StApport
+observe

www.logannature.org

+ dressfortheweather
+nametags
+ post-activity

2696 East Highway 89
P.O. Box 4204, Logan, UT 84323
nature@logannature.org

Programs

Rocks,Fossils,& Dirt

!!'

Month( s) Offered Target Grade
January - May

2nd_

5th

Description
Introducesthree types of rocks, howrocks and fossilsare formed,and howrocks differ from
minerals. Studentsexplorethe characteristicsof rocks and practice roe/<:identification.Students
also examinea varietyof fossils.

Call (435) 755-3239 to schedule your class. Stokes Nature Center Hours: Tue., Wed., Fri. 10 a.m.- 4 p.m., & Thu. noon - 4 p.m.

